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QANW – Listen,
Learn, Improve
Join QANW and benefit from a constantly improving service provision.
As an organisation – We Listen, We Learn, We Improve.
With not long to go now until
the FIT Show 2019, writes
QANW's Beth Stewart, we are
busy organising our stand
and making sure we have
the best possible offers for
you to take advantage of.
The Our Director of Sales, Barrie Smith-Wright, will be attending the exhibition and is looking
forward to speaking with both
our current members and potential new members. He said
ahead of the show: “The team
and I are really looking forward
to this year’s FIT. It’s a very rare
and great opportunity for us to
interact on a more personal
basis with the industry and our
members.”

to your customer - the policy
process.
Grab some grub – Stand D32 holder - with the option of poliWe will also have some tasty cies being downloaded via our
treats on our stand, so why not website, where a policy
pop by and grab some free holder's email address has been
food - on Stand D32.
provided.
App and online
As mentioned, we now provide
a fully digital service to our
members beginning with the online application form, then the

Going digital
Barrie Smith-Wright continued:
“This year we will be focusing
on ‘going digital’ as the recent
launch of our online application
form was the final step to fulfilling our aim of becoming a fully
digital service provider.”
QANW App to lodge works onthe-go or alternatively our online
Launch offer
members’ area where contracTo celebrate this launch, we will tors have full management of
be reducing our joining fee to their account.
just £49.99* for any insurance
Members can also communibacked guarantee scheme cate with a member of our team
taken from 20 May to 10 June during office hours using our
2019.
handy live chat feature which
Any contractor looking to join has been a big hit to date.
at the show can do so - our
team will be equipped with Your customers
iPads to help you complete the Our digital service also extends
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Full insurance suite
Our contractors also have access to a number of different insurance products for others
works through their membership

such as for roofline, renewable
energy, warm roofs, insulation
and many, many more!
Listen, Learn, Improve
Join QANW and benefit from a
constantly improving service
provision. As an organisation We Listen, We Learn, We Improve. i
QANW can be found at the FIT
Show on Stand D32

